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Abstract. In this paper we describe the extension of a parallel, dis-

tributed, direct volume renderer for use with a novel auto-stereoscopic

display. We begin by briey describing the target application of our

research, radiation therapy planning, why we believe that stereoscopic

viewing may be helpful for this, and the design of our DVR system. We

then report on some of the problems we have encountered, and the results

we have obtained in experiments. These demonstrate that stereoscopic

viewing is bene�cial for perceiving depth in transparent DVR images. We

illustrate the application of the system to the visualisation of prostate

cancer treatment plans. Finally, we describe the use of head-tracking to

implement 3D stereo look-around.
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1 Introduction

For several years, direct volume rendering (DVR) by ray casting has been investi-

gated as a tool for visualisation in medicine [11]. Here, we report on experiments

relating to the application of DVR to radiation therapy (radiotherapy) planning.

Radiotherapy planning is a safety-critical task { any mistakes could have serious

consequences for the patient. It is also di�cult, because it is a complex 3D prob-

lem involving multi-valued volume data. Our goal is to �nd ways to visualise

treatment plans using 3D displays. These 3D views must unambiguously convey

all of the information needed to ensure that a plan is viable and safe.

One approach to disambiguating depth in DVR images is to use a stereoscopic

display. We are fortunate in having a collaboration with the Imaging Technol-

ogy Group at Sharp Laboratories of Europe. They have developed a number

of stereoscopic display technologies, including auto-stereo devices in which no

special glasses, �lters or shutters need be worn. The device which we have been



testing presents a full-resolution image to each eye simultaneously [4] { an im-

portant consideration when high-quality images are needed for medical visual-

isation. Using this device, we have conducted experiments to evaluate whether

stereoscopic visualisations o�er advantages compared with monoscopic ones.

Direct volume rendering has been proposed previously for radiotherapy plan-

ning [12, 5]. However, we believe that our work is the �rst attempt to apply the

method to conformal radiotherapy, and to investigate the use of auto-stereoscopic

displays for this purpose.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. We begin with a brief

overview of the target problem, radiation therapy planning. Next, we outline

our parallel, distributed DVR system, and explain the techniques we use to

obtain interactive rendering speeds. We then consider the problems of extending

these ideas to work with an auto-stereoscopic display. We summarise results of

experiments to explore whether stereoscopic display is helpful in interpreting

DVR images. We show that although DVR is helpful, some of the techniques

which can be used for monoscopic images do not work satisfactorily in stereo,

because of aliasing problems. We illustrate the application of our method with

some visualisations of a treatment plan. Finally, we describe the use of head

tracking to control viewing on the stereo display.

2 DVR visualisations of radiation therapy plans

The purpose of radiation therapy planning is to devise a pattern of radiation

beams to irradiate a cancer within a patient's body. In our study the cancers

are in the prostate, which is surrounded by sensitive organs such as the bladder

and rectum. The directions of the di�erent beams can be adjusted relative to

the patient's body in order to target the tumour. The cross-sectional pro�les of

the beams can also be varied using a series of programmable tungsten leaves {

a process known as conformal radiotherapy [9, 2]. The goal is to plan multiple

intersecting beams, which enclose the tumour. In this central region, where the

beams intersect, a high radiation dose is delivered, but this must be achieved

without damaging other organs. Current clinical practice is to use a series of 2D

slices for visualising plans, but this has the serious drawback that a 3D model of

the plan is only formed in the consultant's head, rather than visualised directly.

In order to determine whether a given plan is satisfactory, several di�erent

data �elds must be combined: CT or MRI scans of the patient, the tumour

volume, the geometry and magnitude of the radiation dose �eld (computed using

a procedure which takes account of propagation and scattering), and particular

organs which may be sensitive to radiation damage, such as the rectum and

bladder. In our experiments the tumour and organs are segmented during a pre-

processing step, so our task is to produce a coherent view in which di�erent

features are clearly visible.

The dose �eld has a complex 3D geometry, which makes it di�cult to visu-

alise. The �eld strength varies continuously through the volume, adding to the

di�culty. The dose �eld is only really useful when viewed in combination with



other features, such as the tumour volume. For example, we must be able to

visualise the radiation dose inside a tumour to ensure that an adequately high

level is delivered to the target region. Too low a dose results in a cold spot. Con-

versely, if the dose is too high inside critical regions, such as the rectum, then

irreparable damage can result; such occurrences are termed hot spots. Because

these hot and cold spots occur inside organs, some means is needed for see-

ing through the data. DVR o�ers a number of potential advantages for this, as

volumes can be made partially transparent. However, our experience with mono-

scopic, transparent DVR images shows that depth relationships { important in

our application { can be very di�cult to discern. This provides the motivation

for exploring whether stereoscopic renderings are helpful in interpreting the data

correctly.

3 The KVR direct volume renderer

We use a purpose-designed, parallel, distributed volume renderer called KVR.

We have previously reported a number of design issues and experimental results

relating to this. Here, we restrict our discussion to features which impact { in

some cases indirectly { on the e�ectiveness of stereoscopic display.

Direct volume rendering is notoriously time consuming, but when imple-

mented carefully is capable of generating high-quality images with minimal ar-

tifacts. To address the computation speed we use a parallel implementation

running on a remote supercomputer [6]. In order to access this from low-cost

workstations and PCs we developed a distributed rendering protocol [7]. Its

design is integrated with the parallelisation strategy of the renderer, so that

images are compressed, transmitted, and displayed using a pipeline design to

hide network latencies. Furthermore, the implementation includes a progressive

re�nement strategy so that initial low-resolution images are delivered and dis-

played very rapidly [6]. An initial image is displayed in a fraction of a second,

and a 640 � 480 full-resolution image (one ray per pixel) takes �ve seconds to

generate on 24 processors on an SGI Origin-20001.

This integration of parallel rendering, progressive re�nement and pipelined

design works very e�ectively for monoscopic images. Closed-loop times for inter-

action of less than one second make it feasible to perform direct manipulation of

the visualisation parameters (viewpoint, lighting, classi�cation, cutting planes

and sub-volumes). Extending the approach to work with stereoscopic displays

appears, at �rst sight, to be straightforward. However, in practice this has not

proved to be the case.

4 Extending DVR for stereoscopic display

The most obvious change required for stereoscopic display is the generation of

two views, one for each eye. Our Sharp auto-stereo display (ASD) is driven

1 This time was actually measured for a pair of stereo images; the time for a single

monoscopic image is actually half of this.



from an SGI Crimson/VGXT via a videosplitter option. Each view is composed

in a separate window on the SGI screen and these are fed as standard NTSC

signals into the display hardware. Within the display, each view is presented

on a dedicated LCD panel, and the two images are combined using a patented

system which ensures that each eye sees only the correct image. The display's

design ensures that a full 640 � 480 image is presented continuously to each

eye, without icker and with minimal cross-talk. With some types of auto-stereo

display, multiple views are obtained by trading horizontal resolution against the

number of views. Not only does this lead to lower e�ective horizontal resolution,

but it introduces a correspondingly lower depth resolution. With the Sharp ASD,

because each image is shown at full resolution, �ne detail is visible and excellent

depth resolution is achieved.

Such high quality is important for applications such as medical imaging, but

equally means that the renderer must generate images of comparable �delity; any

unwanted artifacts will be uncompromisingly revealed by the display. Although

many systems have been used for stereoscopic display, image quality has often

been compromised by lower resolution, or by cross-talk between the left- and

right-eye views. The human visual/perceptual system is remarkably adept at

attempting to compensate for such de�ciencies, but prolonged use of inadequate

displays leads to visual fatigue. In the literature on stereoscopic displays for

visualisation these issues have received scant attention.

In our system the left and right views are generated using the standard

technique of parallel, perspective projections [8]. The o�sets used for the eye

positions and `look points' are calculated to match the view plane distance of

the ASD. This yields a correct perception of depth for the presented images. A

novel feature of our system is that the user interface and renderer are designed

to support an arbitrary number of stereo visualisations of a given data set. Each

stereo pair can be classi�ed and coloured to show di�erent features within the

volume data. These multiple visualisations can then be composed into a single

3D normalised projection coordinate space which is projected stereoscopically

to yield a correct 3D view. Figure 5 shows an example.

It is important to realise that this is not the same as generating several

stereoscopic pairs of images and then compositing these in 2D { this latter ap-

proach leads to anomalous views, resulting in distortions during viewing (see

Section 8). Because we are trying to make important decisions about relative

positions of features, accurate display is essential. We do not know of any other

stereoscopic DVR systems which can present multiple views in this way. Being

able to view several complementary, stereoscopic visualisations simultaneously

in this way has proved to be a very e�ective technique.

5 Experiments to assess stereoscopic DVR

In an earlier paper [10] we described a set of experiments to quantify the value

of stereoscopic display for a synthetically generated set of test volumes. In this

section we briey summarise the most important results, and then in the next



section we consider how these have a�ected our use of stereoscopic display for

the radiotherapy application.

5.1 Depth tests

A �rst experiment was designed to test whether users could di�erentiate very

small depth di�erences in a series of images. The test images were generated

from a voxelised dataset containing three small spheres enclosed in a larger

transparent sphere. Three di�erent types of image were generated by varying

the classi�cation of the data volume. They were selected to be representative

of the principal e�ects obtainable with DVR { combinations of surface shading

and transparency. Figures 4 (a) { (c) show examples of di�erent classi�cations.

In each case, the small spheres were made totally opaque, as we wished to assess

the e�ect of visualising these inside another volume.

In the �rst classi�cation (\Inner-only", Figure 4 (a)), the large outer sphere

was made totally transparent, so that only the small spheres were visible. This

provided a base case for reference, although it made judging depth very di�cult.

This was because there were no depth cues other than those resulting from very

small variations in size due to perspective. In the next version (\Transparent",

Figure 4 (b)), the outer sphere was made partially transparent, but surface e�ects

were suppressed. The e�ect of this is to produce an attenuation of brightness of

the inner spheres. In the third classi�cation (\Shell", Figure 4 (c)), the surface of

the outer sphere is enhanced using gradient magnitude. This produces an image

in which the outer surface has a shell-like appearance.

For each classi�cation, images were generated in which the central, small

sphere was stationary, but the two outer, small spheres were moved either for-

wards or backwards by a small amount. If the left sphere was moved forwards,

the right one was moved backwards by a corresponding amount, and vice-versa.

The amount of movement was deliberately made very small, so that di�erences

between images were very subtle. For each combination of classi�cation and

sphere positions, both monoscopic and stereoscopic views were generated.
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Fig. 1. Inner-only
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Fig. 2. Transparent
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Fig. 3. Shell

The resulting thirty images were shown in a random order to 22 subjects,

and they were asked to choose one of three possible answers: left sphere is closer,



right sphere is closer, or all three spheres have equal depth. Subjects were not

told whether a given image was monoscopic or stereoscopic.

The results, shown in Figures 1 to 3, demonstrate a clear advantage in favour

of stereoscopic display. The best results were obtained in the third category, in

which the outer sphere's surface was accentuated. This is perhaps not surprising,

as stereo helps to accentuate depth perception when clearly delineated features

are present. Most surprising was the fact that stereo was most helpful in dis-

ambiguating situations where other e�ects were very small. For example, in the

case where all three spheres were at the same depth, the results were better with

stereo.

5.2 Aliasing problems

Two types of aliasing a�ect stereoscopic images. These are non-correspondence

aliasing and depth aliasing [13]. Non-correspondence aliasing results when fea-

tures which should be visible to both eyes appear in only one image of the stereo

pair. In DVR this is caused by a ray completely missing the feature in one of

the views. Depth aliasing results from the discrete number of apparent depths

which can be displayed for a given horizontal pixel pitch.

In common with other systems, in our earlier work we relied on progressive

re�nement to deliver interactive image generation times for monoscopic images.

Unfortunately, under-sampling of the data to obtain initial low-resolution images

does not work in stereo. This is because ray casting is a point sampling technique.

If only a small number of rays are cast, then discrepancies arise between the left

and right images. Features may, and often do, appear in one image and not

the other, and this can cause considerable discomfort for the viewer. Aliasing

is a serious problem for good quality stereoscopic display, but is often ignored.

During brief periods of use the problem may go unnoticed and is often not even

considered. But aliasing makes correct depth perception di�cult (conicting

information is presented to the two eyes), and prolonged use results in visual

fatigue.

We have found little published data dealing with this topic for volume ren-

dering, although Adelson and Hansen [1] referred briey to the problem. Their

solution was to re-project a feature intersected by a ray in one view into the

other view. They showed how this could yield accelerated rendering by reduc-

ing the work needed to obtain two views. However, it is clear that the method

described in their paper will result in depth aliasing.

Sampling theory tells us that to avoid aliasing we must sample data at a rate

above the Nyquist frequency. In DVR, this frequency must be chosen so that

the spacing between rays, and the distance between re-sampling points along

each ray, is less than the distance between data points (voxels). One possible

way to address this problem is to pre-�lter the volume to produce low reso-

lution datasets, and to use these to generate initial images during progressive

re�nement.

To test this assertion, we computed �ltered, lower-resolution versions of the

full-resolution volume. We then generated images corresponding to three di�er-



ent levels of progressive re�nement. Three images were generated with the full

resolution volumes, and a further three using the lower resolution volumes which

best matched the image resolutions. Subjects were shown the six di�erent images

and asked to assign two scores to each image, one for their perception of depth,

and the other for viewing `comfort'. Scores for both measures were assigned on

a scale from 0 (very bad) to 4 (very good).

image volume resolution %

resolution full matching bene�t

low 1:43� 0:87 2.33 � 0.96 63%

medium 2:31� 0:90 3.26 � 0.78 41%

high 2:62� 1:24 3.52 � 0.62 34%

Table 1. Scores for perceived depth

image volume resolution

resolution full matching

low 2:04� 1:17 2:09 � 1:06

medium 2:43� 0:86 3:18 � 0:65

high 3:61� 0:60 3:57 � 0:78

Table 2. Scores for viewing comfort

Tables 1 and 2 show the scores (along with the standard deviations) allocated

for comfort and depth respectively to each of the six images. The results con�rm

that depth perception improves with the sub-sampled volumes which correctly

match the image resolution. The improvements are proportionately greater at

lower resolutions. However, the scores assigned for `comfort' showed only a minor

improvement at the low and medium resolutions. From subjects' comments, it

was clear that there was some confusion between comfort and image resolution.

They strongly preferred looking at higher resolution images, but there was no

clear favouring of the correctly sub-sampled volumes.

6 Implications for stereo DVR

These results have two important consequences for interactive DVR. First, stereo-

scopic viewing yields a demonstrable improvement in depth perception for vol-

ume rendered images containing nested transparent objects. Because DVR im-

ages can take some time to generate, this bene�t may be quite important in our

medical imaging application.

Second, although the e�ects of aliasing can be mitigated by using multi-

resolution volumes, depth aliasing cannot be removed because it results from

pixel replication. Users are not happy looking at low resolution images in stereo

because of correspondence problems. Given that DVR uses ray casting, which is

a point sampling technique, there does not appear to be any easy solution to this

problem. Using �lters, or tri-linear interpolation, helps, but does not remove the

problem. The practical consequence of this is that during progressive re�nement,

monoscopic images should be used. This is easily arranged by displaying a single

image for both eyes, even though both images are computed. Once full resolution

is reached, the correct second view can be switched in, giving the full bene�ts

of extra depth information. Although not ideal, this is a practical compromise,

which gives the bene�ts of rapid closed-loop interaction, and stereoscopic viewing

of complete images.



7 Visualisation of radiotherapy plans

Figures 5 and 6 show examples of the volume renderer applied to a particular set

of patient data. These images need to be viewed in colour, and may be accessed

at http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/aig/ASD/.

In Figure 5 we show four di�erent visualisations composited into a single

view. For clarity, we show this monoscopically, although our system generates a

correct stereo rendering of this picture. The upper-left picture shows the dose

�eld, coloured red, resulting from four treatment beams. Organs are coloured

green, yielding a yellow colour where the two intersect. A bright yellow indi-

cates a high dose. The bottom left image shows the corresponding hot (red) and

cold (blue) spots. In the bottom-right image, we have added the organs (green).

Finally, in the top-right image, we have added the pelvic girdle, obtained from

the original CT scans. The option to produce a number of visualisations show-

ing di�erent classi�cations of the data, correctly composited for stereo viewing,

greatly aids our ability to relate the di�erent features to each other.

Figure 6 contains an example of a stereo rendering. The two side-by-side

images are arranged for cross-eyed viewing (with the right-eye view on the left).

If you are able to fuse these images it should be evident that the stereo view

gives a much clearer interpretation of the depth than looking at either image

individually. We should emphasise that on the Sharp auto-stereo display, these

images can be viewed very comfortably. In this picture, we see several nested

features. The tumour is coloured green. This is surrounded by the `planning

tumour volume' (PTV), coloured light grey. The PTV is the region which the

clinicians have decided should receive a high dose, to allow for the possibility of

movement of the organs during a course of treatment. This is therefore the target

region. In addition, we see the bladder (the somewhat rectangularly shaped blob

towards the bottom of the image) and a section of the rectum (the tube-shaped

feature at the top). The white lines represent the centres of the radiation beams.

As previously, hot and cold spots are shown.

8 Use of head tracking to control viewpoint

An alternative, complementary technique for depth perception is the use of rota-

tion. This can take a number of forms: direct user control of motion, automatic

`rocking' of the image between two angular positions, and { where suitable hard-

ware is available { head tracking.

The Sharp ASD has a head tracking facility. In normal use, this is coupled

to a unique image steering mechanism which ensures that the left- and right-eye

images remain correctly aligned with the user's eyes. An important feature of this

is that a full resolution image is continuously available to each eye, unlike other

ASD systems in which horizontal resolution is reduced to obtain stereoscopic

views and/or look-around capability. The Sharp system also provides the option

to feed the user's head position into the host computer. This means that it can

be employed to change the viewing parameters. With a little calibration, it is



possible to provide a `look-around' capability, in which the 3D objects appear

stationary in front of the viewer as the head is moved from side to side. Without

this, a lateral movement of the head produces a strange apparent distortion of

the displayed view { this is the e�ect referred to previously in Section 4.

To assess this technique, we have generated sequences of full resolution,

stereoscopic images (such as those shown in Figure 5) to cover a range of viewing

positions in small angular increments. In look-around mode, the view displayed

is chosen to correspond to the user's head position, and this is updated dynam-

ically. To provide a comparison, a rocking mode has also been implemented, in

which the view oscillates at a user-controllable rate. With both methods of con-

trol, the display can be switched between stereoscopic and monoscopic viewing.

Preliminary results from this once again provide convincing evidence of the

value of stereoscopic display. Although the rocking motion gives a clear sense of

depth, continuous movement makes it impossible to study the data carefully. For

this, rocking must be temporarily suspended. In look-around mode, it is possible

to freeze the view simply by keeping the head reasonably still. Changing view is

intuitively easy and feels quite natural. Distortions which would otherwise result

from head motion are eliminated. If stereoscopic viewing is enabled, then depth

perception persists when motion is stopped. However, if monoscopic viewing

is used then the image immediately becomes `at' and depth interpretation is

di�cult.

The combination of head tracking and stereoscopic viewing is very attractive.

However, it is not cost-free. As noted previously, monoscopic presentation should

be used during progressive re�nement. Because a full resolution image takes

several seconds to generate, the look-around mode is only feasible with pre-

computed images. Also, there is an associated cost for the necessary hardware

in the display itself. We plan to conduct a more complete set of tests with a

representatively large sample of users to better quantify the bene�ts of this

technique.

9 Concluding remarks

We have demonstrated that there are important bene�ts in using stereoscopic

presentation for DVR. Our experiments with depth perception show a clear

advantage for stereo, even in cases where depth relationships are very subtle,

and where transparency makes judgement di�cult. However, several problems

arose, of which the most important are non-correspondence and depth aliasing.

These arise particularly with progressive image re�nement, during which we

revert (temporarily) to monoscopic viewing.

The problems of aliasing should not be underestimated with stereoscopic dis-

plays. They are frequently ignored because the human visual/perceptual system

attempts to make sense of anomalous images, but they are present nonetheless,

and for good quality images anti-aliasing must be used. Without this precaution,

visual fatigue { evident in our multi-resolution aliasing experiments { will result,

making stereo displays di�cult to view for extended periods.



There are, of course, other approaches to volume rendering. Candidates of

particular relevance for the kinds of visualisations with which we are concerned

here are splatting [14], and 3D texture mapping (�-blending) [3]. The latter,

in particular, has the potential to generate images quite rapidly using modern

display hardware. It would be instructive to investigate the extent to which these

methods su�er from aliasing problems when used with a high-quality stereoscopic

display.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. (a) Inner-only, (b) transparent, (c) surface.

Fig. 5. Four views composited into a single image. The compositing is performed in

3D, although this is not apparent in this monoscopic view.

Fig. 6. Stereoscopic pair showing nested features, arranged for cross-eyed viewing.


